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Abstra t

A novel approa h, based on statisti al me hani s,
to analyzing typi al performan e of optimum odedivision multiple-a ess (CDMA) multiuser dete tors is reviewed. A \bla k box" view of the basi
CDMA hannel is introdu ed, based on whi h the
CDMA multiuser dete tion problem is regarded as
a \learning-from-examples" problem of the \binary
linear per eptron" in the neural network literature.
Adopting Bayes framework, analysis of the performan e of the optimum CDMA multiuser dete tors
is redu ed to evaluation of the average of the umulant generating fun tion of a relevant posterior
distribution. The evaluation of the average umulant generating fun tion is done, based on formal
analogy with a similar al ulation appearing in the
spin glass theory in statisti al me hani s, by making use of the repli a method, a method developed
in the spin glass theory.
1

CDMA

hannel model and

neural networks

The basi K -user fully-syn hronous dire t-sequen e
CDMA hannel with additive white Gaussian noise
under perfe t power ontrol is onsidered (Fig. 1;
see also [1℄). Without loss of generality one an
fo us on any information bit interval and let xk 2
f 1; 1g, k = 1; : : : ; K , be the information bit for
user k in that interval. The spreading ode sequen e of user k during the information bit interval
is denoted by fs1k ; : : : ; sN
k g, where N is the spreading fa tor. The re eived signal at t-th hip interval
(t = 1; : : : ; N ) is given by
yt =

K
X
k=1

stk xk +  t ;

(1)

where  t  N (0;  2 ) denotes realization of hannel
noise at t-th hip interval. In the CDMA dete tion
problem, one has to estimate information bits xk
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Figure 1: Basi CDMA hannel
from re eived signal y = (y 1 ; : : : ; y N ), by making
use of the knowledge about the spreading odes S =
(stk ).
An interesting observation is that the CDMA
dete tion problem an be regarded as a problem
in the framework of statisti al learning theory.
This is done by taking a \bla k box" view of the
basi CDMA hannel, as depi ted in Fig. 2, in
whi h the re eived signal y is regarded as the output of the bla k box, the spreading odes s =
(s1 ; : : : ; sK ) as the inputs, and the information bits
x = (x1 ; : : : ; xK ) as the parameters. The parameters of the bla k box are binary, and assumed unknown to the learner. The learner is supposed to
estimate the hidden parameter values x of the bla k
box from N input-output pairs T  f(st ; y t )jt =
1; : : : ; N g. T is alled the training set. This setting is alled the \learning from examples" in the
ontext of statisti al learning theory.
In general, the learner in a learning-fromexamples problem assumes a parti ular parametri
model to des ribe possible input-output relationship. One of the basi model is alled the per eptron [2℄, whi h is one of the standard models in
the eld of neural networks. The input-output relationship of the per eptron is generally expressed
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Figure 2: A \bla k box" view of basi CDMA hannel
as
y=f

K
X
k=1



xk sk + ;

(2)

where  represents noise. Various hoi es are possible for the transfer fun tion f : The original proposal of the per eptron uses a threshold fun tion
for f , whereas a ommon hoi e in more re ent
neural network literature is the sigmoid fun tion
f (z )  tanh z . Comparison of Eqs. (1) and (2)
immediately reveals that the basi CDMA hannel
model is a spe ial ase of the per eptron, in whi h
parameters are binary and f (z )  z (\binary linear per eptron"). This means that one an indeed
regard the CDMA dete tion problem as a problem
of per eptron learning, in whi h the binary linear
per eptron is assumed. Impli ation of this observation is in fa t far more than a mere analogy. For
example, there is a signi ant amount of theoreti al
resear h on the per eptron learning (see, e.g., [3℄),
so that it has now be ome possible to make use of
it for the analysis of the CDMA dete tion problem.
2

we an onstru t the optimum multiuser dete tor
whi h minimizes the expe ted loss.
Sin e the optimum multiuser dete tor is de ned
on the basis of the posterior distribution, its performan e an be analyzed by investigating the posterior distribution p(xjT ). Instead of investigating
the posterior distribution dire tly, we an analyze
the umulant generating fun tion
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(4)

This is be ause the umulant generating fun tion
preserves all the information about the original distribution. In Eq. (4), hix denotes averaging over
the posterior distribution, so that the result is a
fun tion of the training set T .
Sin e the umulant generating fun tion, and the
performan e as well, depends on the training set
T , it is usual, in the statisti al learning literature,
to onsider random training sets and averaging of
the performan e over their randomness. In the ontext of CDMA multiuser dete tion, the averaging
over the output y orresponds to that over hannel
noise, and the averaging over the input S to the
random spreading assumption.
Now one has to evaluate the average of the umulant generating fun tion over the training set T :




ET [(h; T )℄ = ET loghehx ix :

(5)

However, the existen e of the logarithm inside the
expe tation over T in general makes its evaluation diÆ ult. It is often intra table for larger-sized
problems. The same diÆ ulty also exists in the
spin glass theory in statisti al me hani s, where
one has to onsider ma ros opi properties (magnetization et .) of large systems (in fa t, the size
of systems onsidered is typi ally in nite | thermodynami limit) with some randomness in them
(\spin glasses"). Resear hers of spin glass have developed the repli a method, whi h enables us to deal
with averages of the form like Eq. (5). It makes use
of the following identity relation:
n 


log ET hehx ix
n!0 n

n

ET hehx ix loghehx ix

n 
= lim
n!0
ET hehx ix


= ET loghehx ix :

lim

After having introdu ed the viewpoint from the
statisti al learning theory, it is useful to onsider
the multiuser dete tion problem within the Bayes
framework. The hannel model postulated by the
(6)
learner de nes a onditional distribution p(y jS; x).
Assuming a parti ular prior p(x) for x, one obtains This redu es the evaluation of ET loghehx ix  to
the posterior distribution of x onditioned on the that of ET  hehx ix n . The next step is to evalutraining set T = (S; y ), as
ate the latter only for positive integers n. In general this evaluation is still diÆ ult. In many ases,
p(y jS; x)p(x)
(3) however, the evaluation be omes possible if one is
p(xjT )  p(xjy ; S ) = P
x p(y jS; x)p(x)
allowed to take the large-system limit (K ! 1 in
To onstru t the optimum multiuser dete tor, we our ase). The nal step is to take the formal limit
need a loss fun tion L. If we are given the pos- n ! 0 of the result obtained so far. The ru ial
terior distribution p(xjT ) and a loss fun tion L, assumption here is that the formal limit n ! 0

Proposition 1 Assume the basi CDMA hannel
and the random spreading, in whi h stk is mean 0
and varian e 1=N. Let K; N ! 1 while the load
 K=N remains nite. Let 02 and 2 be the true
hannel noise level and its postulate by the dete tor.
Then the bit-error rate Pb of the optimum CDMA
multiuser dete tor is given by

1
0.01
0.0001

Pb

of the result for positive integers n is assumed to
be valid. Justi ation of the general pro edure involved in typi al appli ation of the repli a method
is still missing in mathemati ally rigorous sense,
but it has been applied su essfully to many omplex problems a ross various elds and has yielded
reasonable results (For details see, e.g., [4℄).
Re ently, the repli a method has been applied to
the analysis of the CDMA multiuser dete tors [5,
6, 7, 8, 9℄. The main result is summarized in the
following proposition:
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Figure 3: Bit-error rate of optimum multiuser
dete tors for the load
= 1:4. Dete tors:
Jointly-optimum (upper thi k urve, S-shaped),
Individually-optimum (lower thi k urve), Singleuser mat hed- lter (thin dashed urve). Single-user


ase is shown as thin solid urve. A verti al dashed
E
(7) line shows the thermodynami transition for the
Pb = Q p ;
F
jointly-optimum dete tor.
where E and F are to be determined by solving the
following saddle-point equations for fm; q; E; F g:
ase, the thermal equilibrium distribution of mi roZ
p

s
opi on gurations an be de omposed into more
m = tanh F z + E Dz
(8)
than
one onne ted omponents in the on guraZ
p

tion
spa
e, and the ergodi ity of the system is bro2
F z + E Dz
(9)
q = tanh
ken, whi h auses the oexisten e of multiple solu1B
tions. Ea h of the (stable) solutions orrespond to
E=
(10) one ergodi omponent of the thermal equilibrium
1 + B (1 q )
distribution. When more than one solutions oex1B2
1
ist, the thermodynami ally relevant one is given by
(
B
+
1
2
m
+
q
)
:
(11)
F=
[1 + B (1 q )℄2 0
the one with minimum free energy, and that solup
2
tion is alled the globally stable state. Other soluHere, Dz = Re z =2 dz= 2 is the Gaussian mea- tions giving lo al minima of the free energy is alled
1
sure, Q(z ) = z Dz the error fun tion, B = = 2 , metastable states. The thermodynami ally \true"
and B0 = =02 .
magnetization value is dis ontinuous at the therSee [8℄ for the derivation of the result and te hni al modynami transition point. Metastable states are
details involved in the derivation. Note that this also important in understanding the properties of
is the result for the equal-power ase: extension the model. In parti ular, it explains the hysteresis
to the unequal-power ase is dis ussed by Guo and phenomenon: Abrupt reversal of the magnetization
o urs at the spinodal point, where a metastable
Verdu [9℄.
One has to solve the saddle-point equations nu- state disappears.
meri ally to obtain the quantitative gures for the
We an obtain the interpretation of the result
bit-error rate Pb . Figure 3 shows the result for a with the S-shaped performan e urves based on the
ase in whi h the system is heavily loaded ( = analogy: The S-shape of the performan e urve
1:4). An interesting hara teristi s found in this allows the dete tor to have more than one values
result is that the bit-error rate Pb exhibits anoma- for the bit-error rate, whi h re e ts the de ompolous dependen e on the signal-to-noise ratio Eb =N0 . sition of the posterior distribution to multiple onIn order to obtain interpretation of su h results, ne ted omponents. In that ase, the \true" value
it is again worthwhile to make use of the analogy in the information-theoreti sense is given by the
with statisti al me hani s: This is essentially the globally stable state, and is dis ontinuous at the
same phenomenon as what is observed in ferromag- thermodynami transition point, whi h is shown in
neti materials: Magnetization urve of the Curie- Fig. 3 as a verti al dashed line. Solutions other
Weiss model, a basi model of ferromagnet, is also than the information-theoreti ally orre t one (i.e.,
S-shaped below the Curie temperature (i.e., in the metastable states) are also important in underferromagneti phase), as shown in Fig. 4. In that standing the system's properties, sin e they may

not only on statisti al me hani s, but also probability theory and information theory, to mention a
few.
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